
STA 711: Probability & Measure TheoryRobert L. WolpertHousekeeping Details� Le: Mon/Wed 1:25{2:40pm, in 127 So Psy� My OH: Mon 4:30{5:30pm, in 211 Old Chem� TA OH: Tue 4{6pm, in 211a Old Chem� Web: http://stat.duke.edu/ourses/Fall14/sta711/Some letures & midterms will probably hange, due to onfs & trips.� HW: Approx 6{10 probs/week; expet to spend 5{6 hrs a week on homework.Due eah Wed starting 2014-09-05 (9 days from today); returned following Mon.BE NEAT. Consider LaTeX. Collaborating is enouraged but DON'T COPY.Seriously, you won't pass the exams if you don't write up your own homework solutions.� Text: Comments welome. Other texts listed on lass web page.� Suggested work-ow: Read the hapter, do the problems, talk about them with eahother, ask questions in lass or oÆe-hours. Solve problems on srath paper; write uplear onise solution to turn in.� My role is not to spoon-feed you the book, but rather to add perspetive, illustrate andilluminate ideas, o�er examples, and help show how the ideas and tools are useful inthe theory and appliation of (espeially Bayesian) statistis. In partiular, you mayneed to know things overed in the book but not in leture, or vie versa.0 PrologueThis is mostly a ourse about random variables| how to �nd probabilities they take par-tiular values, or values in ertain ranges; how to �nd their \expetations" (whatever thatmeans), and espeially how to �nd properties of the limits of sequenes of random variables,and just what it means for sequenes to have limits. That turns out to be a very interestingquestion, with several di�erent answers leading to a rih irle of ideas.But, before we an do muh with random variables, we need to build some bakground.The �rst two weeks or so of the ourse will be more abstrat and tehnial than most of whatfollows. Some people �nd it hard at �rst, but it gets easier as you beome more familiar withthe arguments and approahes we need to take. It's worth it| lots of what you'll do as aStatistiian or Eonomist or Physiist or whatever you want to beome will involve thinkingarefully about limits of random variables at a depth impossible without this material.1



STA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L Wolpert1 Sets and Events1.1 MotivationAlthough it's not a pre-requisite, most students enrolled in this ourse will have taken anundergraduate alulus-based ourse in probability theory (like Duke's MTH230 = STA230).Suh a ourse teahes about disrete and ontinuous random variables and their distributions,joint distributions of 2 or 3 RVs, a little about onditional probability and onditional dis-tributions. Most things are done twie: �rst for disrete RVs (binomial, geometri, Poisson),using sums, and then again a seond time for ontinuous RVs (uniform, normal, exponential),using integrals.This ourse instead builds a single oherent (beautiful) struture for one, two, or evenin�nitely-many random variables that are disrete or ontinuous or neither. We will beespeially onerned with limits of sequenes of random variables (we will see there aremany sorts of limits to onsider) and with onditional distributions, given the values ofmany (even in�nitely-many) other random variables or events.A reurring theme is appliation within Bayesian statistis| whih we view as simplyprobability theory on a grand sale, building a joint probability model for all the things wedon't know. These might inlude both the values of parameters (like the probability p ofsuess in a linial trial of an experimental drug) and observable quantities that we haven'tyet observed (for example, the number X of suesses in the trial of N subjets). The objetis usually to make dedutions about the CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION of the thingswe are about, given the things we have observed... like P[X � 8 j p = 0:5; N = 10℄,for prediting outomes of a future experiment for known value 0:5 of the parameter p, orP[ p > 0:5 j X = 8; N = 10 ℄, for making inferene about the parameter p after observingthe outome X = 8 suesses among N = 10 subjets.1.2 Notation and Basi Mathematial Set-Up� 
: Set of possible outomes of some \experiment"� !: One of the outomes in 
[Idea: nature or fate hooses an ! from 
; alas she doesn't tell us whih one. We justget hints from observing X(!); Y (!), ...℄� A;B;C: Subsets of 
; A is \true" if nature's ! 2 A. Usually UC letters in �rst halfof alphabet, A{M or so.� Y X : All funtions from a set X to a set Y . Speial ases:{ 2
: All subsets fA : A � 
g of 
 (\Power set", often denoted by a spiky P(
))= �f : 
! f0; 1g	 Page 2Page 2Page 2
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2: All ordered pairs (!1; !2)= �f : f1; 2g ! 
	� P[ ℄: Probability assignment of numbers P[A℄ � 0 to some (maybe not all) subsets Aof 
. The need to limit P[ ℄ to just some \events" and not the entire power set 2
 isan important distintion of graduate level or \measure theoreti" probability.� A: Certain olletions (\lasses") of sets (typ. 1st half of A� Z, in SCRIPT ).� X; Y; Z: Random variables, funtions X : 
 ! E, usually to a vetor spae E (often
R or Rn). Mostly 2nd half of A� Z.� E[X℄: Expetation of SOME (not all!!!) random variables X (why not all?)� f g \Slash Oh" (;) is empty set, not the Greek letter �.� ! 2 A: Inlusion (\element of"). 2 is not the Greek letter �.� A � B: Subset: means (8! 2 A) ! 2 B.1.3 Four Big Ideas in Probability1. LLN (Law of Large Numbers):If fXig are Independent Identially-Distributed (IID) RVs with same mean � = E[Xi℄,and partial sums Sn := Pi�nXi and sample mean �Xn := Sn=n, then �Xn ! � or,equivalently, Sn � n�n ! 0[ what does it mean for a sequene random variables like �Xn := 1nSn to \onverge"to a onstant � or to a random variable Y ??? Or to be independent or identiallydistributed? ℄2. CLT (Central Limit Theorem):If fXig are IID with same mean � and �nite variane �2 := E[(Xi � �)2℄, and partialsums Sn :=Pi�nXi, then pn( �Xn � �)) No(0; �2) or, equivalently,Zn := Sn � n�pn�2 ) No(0; 1)[ what does it mean for a sequene of distributions to onverge?? ℄[ what happens if fXig don't have �nite varianes or means? ℄
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STA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L Wolpert3. LIL (Law of the Iterated Logarithm):If fXig are IID with same mean � := E[Xi℄ and �nite variane �2 := E[(Xi� �)2℄, andpartial sums Sn :=Pi�nXi, thenlim supn Sn � n�p2n�2 log logn = 1[ what is the \lim sup" of a sequene of random variables? ℄Note all three of LLN, CLT, LIL desribe the onvergene of expressions of the form[Sn � n�℄=g(n) as n!1, for funtions g(n) that inrease at di�erent rates.4. MCT (Martingale Convergene Theorem):If Xn is \onditionally onstant" in the sense that for every k � 0 and n ,Xn = E[Xn+k j X1; : : : ; Xn℄;then under some onditions (what onditions? why are they needed?), there existssome limiting random variable X1 suh thatXn ! X1(what does \!" mean here?) and, for some random times � � �(whih ones? why just them?), alsoE[X� j Info up to time �℄ = X�[ what does it mean to �nd expetation \given" some \info" ? What is \info"? ℄1.4 Set Operations & Logial Operations� Complement: A = \not A" = fw : w =2 Ag� Union over arbitrary index set:[� A� = f! : ! 2 A� for at least one �gA [ B = \A or B (or perhaps both)"[ Later we'll see it sometimes matters if the index set has �nitely-many, ountably-many, or unountably-many elements; this de�nition works for all those ases ℄� Intersetion over arbitrary index set:\� A� = f! : ! 2 A� for all �gA \ B = AB = \both A and B"Page 4Page 4Page 4
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 in A but not in B:AnB = A \ B� Symmetri di�erene: A�B = (AnB) [ (BnA)= (A [B)n(A \B)= \in exatly one of A, B"� Relations:{ ontainment: A � B : \A implies B" (A \ B = A){ disjoint: A \ B = ;: \A, B mutually exlusive"{ equality: A = B: \A if-and-only-if B"� De Morgan's Laws:�[� A�� =\� �A�� �\� A�� =[� �A��� Countable 6= In�nite ( Cantor arg if time allows; note  = 2�0 > �0 )� De�ne injetion, ardinality: #A � #B if exists 1:1 � : A ,! B (not neessarily asurjetion| i.e., into but maybe not onto.)� State (#A � #B) \ (#B � #A) ) (#A = #B), i.e., #A � #B and #B � #Aimplies there exists 1:1 invertible mapping � : A$ B� Convention:\i; j; n" (Latin) subsripts ! ountable union/intersetion/sum/...\�; �; " (Greek) subsripts ! arbitrary (arbitrary, possibly unountable)\Countable" means �nite or ountably in�nite.2 Sets, onvergene of sequenes of sets, �elds2.1 ConvergeneLet fAng � F be a ountable olletion of events. In addition to their ountable union [nAnand intersetion \nAn, two other ombinations of fAng arise frequently enough to have their
Page 5Page 5Page 5



STA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L Wolpertown names and notations:lim infAn = All but �nitely-many = union of intersetions =[n \m�nAmlim supAn = In�nitely-many = intersetion of unions =\n [m�nAmAlways (lim inf) � (lim sup) (why?); sometimes, but not always, they oinide.Some examples, with 
 = N:An = n; n+ 1; ::: lim supAn = ;; lim infAn = ;An = 1; 2; :::; n lim supAn = N; lim infAn = NA2n = Evens; A2n+1 = Odds : lim supAn = N; lim infAn = ;The terms \lim sup" and \lim inf" are also the names of operations on sequenes ofnumbers or real-valued funtions fang:lim infn!1 an := supn!1 � infm�n am� = limn!1� infm�n am�lim supn!1 an := infn!1 �supm�n am� = limn!1�supm�n am�The lim inf and lim sup oinide if and only if fang onverges, and in that ase their ommonvalue is limn!1 an.The set-based and numerial meanings of lim inf and lim sup are related, of ourse. LetfAng � F be a olletion of events and let an := 1fAng be their indiator funtions, equal toone for ! 2 An and zero elsewhere. Thenlim infn!1 1fAng = supn<1 infm�n1fAmg = supn<11f\m�nAmg = 1f[n<1\m�nAmg = 1flim infn!1 Amglim supn!1 1fAng = infn<1 supm�n1fAmg = infn<11f[m�nAmg = 1f\n<1[m�nAmg = 1flimsupn!1 AmgThus, the lim sup and lim inf of indiator funtions of events are the indiators of the lim supsand lim infs of those events. The event that a sequene Xn of funtions on 
 onverges(pointwise) to a limiting funtion X is:f! : Xn(!)! X(!)g = f! : lim supn!1 jXn(!)�X(!)j = 0g= \k<1 [n<1 \m�nf! : jXm(!)�X(!)j < 1=kgor, with the limit unspei�ed, the Cauhy riterion givef! : Xn(!) onvergesg = f! : lim supn!1 Xn(!)� lim infn!1 Xn(!) = 0g= \k<1 [n<1 \m�nf! : jXn(!)�Xm(!)j < 1=kg:Page 6Page 6Page 6
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 will be an \event" whose probability is well-de�ned, but we willneed to show that some are. Here are some tools to help us do that.A olletion A of sets is a �eld if:(i) 
 2 A(ii) A is losed under omplementation, i.e., A 2 A ) A 2 A(iii) A is losed under �nite unions, i.e., A;B 2 A ) A [ B 2 A.By mathematial indution, (iii) implies A is losed under all �nite unions. Together (ii)and (iii) imply that A is also losed under �nite intersetions (why?). Finite intersetionswon't be enough to guarantee that sets like \Xn onverges" will be events, and (iii) does notimply that ountable unions are inluded in A. For that we need stronger hypotheses:A olletion of subsets A of 
 is a �-�eld (or �-algebra or Borel �eld) if it satis�es thestronger onditions(i) 
 2 A(ii) A is losed under omplementation, i.e., A 2 A ) A 2 A(iii) A is losed under ountable unions, i.e., fAig � A ) [1i=1Ai 2 A.Evidently every �-�eld is also a �eld, but the onverse is false. For example, for any in�niteset 
 the olletion A = f Finite and o-�nite sets g is a �eld but not a �-�eld. Note alsothat the ondition is only on ountable unions, and that losure may fail for arbitrary unions.2.3 Probability Measures1. Basi De�nitions� A Probability Spae is a triplet (
;F ;P) of a nonempty set 
, a �-�eld F � 2
,and a probability assignment P : F ! R with the three properties:(i) P(A) � 0(ii) �-additive, i.e., if fAig � F are disjoint thenP�[i Ai� =Xi P(Ai)(iii) P(
) = 1.� Other important kinds of (non-Probability) measures P:{ Finite positive measure: replae (iii) with: P(
) <1;Page 7Page 7Page 7
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 = SiAi for some ountableolletion fAig � F with eah P(Ai) <1.{ Signed measure: replae (i) with: P(A) 2 R, replae (iii) with1: 
 = SiAi,for some ountable olletion of sets Ai 2 F with Pi jP(Ai)j <1{ Complex measure: replae (i) with: P(A) 2 C, replae (iii) with: 
 = SiAi,for some ountable olletion of sets Ai 2 F with Pi jP(Ai)j <12. Basi Properties� Inlusion/Exlusion rule; sub-additivity; ontinuity:{ P� [ Ai� =Pi P(Ai)�Pi<j P(Ai \ Aj) +Pi<j<k P(Ai \ Aj \ Ak)� : : :{ P� [ Ai� �Pi P(Ai) (even if not disjoint){ An � An+1 ) P� [ An) = limP(An); Bn � Bn+1 ) P� \ Bn) = limP(Bn){ Fatou's Lemma: E[lim infXn℄ � lim inf E[Xn℄, so (with Xn = 1An),P(lim infAn) � lim inf P(An) � lim supP(An) � P(lim supAn){ For distribution funtions: F (x) = F (x+); x < y ) F (x) � F (y); F (�1) =0, F (1) = 1, P(a; b℄ := F (b)� F (a)� Dynkin's \�-�" Theorem [replaes older \Monotone Class Theorem"℄. A olle-tion L of subsets of 
 is a �-system if:(a) 
 2 L(b) A 2 L ) A 2 L() L is losed under DISJOINT ountable unionsA olletion P is a �-system if(a) A;B 2 P ) A \ B 2 P.Theorem (Dynkin):(a) If P is a �-system and P � L, where L is a �-system, then �(P) � L(b) If P is a �-system then �(P ) = �(P )3. Three speial ases: Simple Probability Measure Construtionsi Disrete: Countable 
, Pi pi = 1, and B = 2
ii Continuous: 
 � Rn: P[A℄ = RA f(x) dx.iii General 1-d: CDF, P(�1; b℄ = F (b) on �-system P := �(�1; b℄; b 2 R
	.1This is a bit of a simpli�ation. What is atually needed isPi jPj(Ai) <1, where jPj(A) is the �-�nitemeasure de�ned by jPj(A) := supfjP(A \ B)j + jP(A \ Bj; B 2 Fg < 1. Something similar is needed foromplex measures below. Page 8Page 8Page 8



STA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 1 R L Wolpert4. A more General Constrution of Probability Spaes� Combo Extension Theorem (Resnik's 2.4.3): If P0 is sigma-additive on a �-systemC (for example, a �eld), and satis�es P0(A) � 0 and sup�Pj P0(Aj) : Ai 2C; Ai \ Aj = ;	 = 1, then there is a unique extension of P0 to a probabilitymeasure P on all of �(C) = �(C)[ sketh proof and verify uniqueness using Dynkin's �-� ℄Resnik assumes his pre-measure P0 is de�ned on a \semi-algebra" (a �-system Csuh that if A 2 C then A is a �nite disjoint union of elements of C), but that isn'tneessary| any �-system will do, sine P0 on a �-system C an always be extendeduniquely to the �eld F(C) generated by C.5. Measure Construtions: sketh onstrution of 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure �2(dx)on (0; 1℄2 from inner & outer measures with pitures; illustrate with geometri �gureslike irles & triangles.6. Sketh some ounter-examples, where the rules are violated and things go wrong| e.g.,uniform distribution on integers or Lebesgue on rationals. Mention �nitely-additivemeasures and eqivalene of ontinuity with ountable additivity.7. Note \Week 2" notes do muh of this in more detail.
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